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To do in 2016-Oct
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Status (RHICf standalone)
Since Nov. 2016 

Upgrade of FPGA logic DONE 

• Implementation of Dummy orbit signal (Dummy Bunch-ID).  

• Counters of shower-trigger signals for each Bunch-ID. 

• Programable dummy trigger generator. 

Modification of the frontend software. DONE 
Tuning of trigger signals Panically done  
-> See the next slide. 
FEC problem  
LED setup Panically done 
Slow Control Panically done 

• Control and Monitor of the Keithlay module for measurement of temperatures 
and setup of MAPMT H.V. 

Optimization of FANOUT offsets. DONE
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Tuning of trigger signals.
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DL1T(Bunch Clock)

PMT signals

Discriminator outputs

jitter ~50nsec

90nsec

jitter ~110nsec

Non-collision signal ??



To-Do for RHICf standalone
Complete remaining homework. 

Tuning of trigger signals.  
SlowControl system 

• Logger of CAEN power supply. 

• Control of the CAEN power supply.   

Define the operation conditions  
Threshold of the discriminators 
Input: Trigger rate by electric noise.  
H.V. of PMTs and MAPMTs 
Input: the HV-gain tables and the requirement of trigger efficiency.  
Trigger mode 
Input: Required statistics for physics cases.  

On-line/Off-line monitor system. 
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HV and Threshold
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Figure 2.15: The PMT response for the light intensity between 1 and a few 105 MIP
equivalent at various high voltage [26].
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Figure 5. The energy deposit distributions of the experimental data (black points) and simulation (blue line)
of the Arm1 40 mm tower which have the minimum-chi-square parameters set from the 2nd layer to the 10th
layer. Injected particles were 200 GeV electrons. The horizontal axis represents the ADC counts. The area
of each MC distribution is normalized to the area of the correspondent data distribution.

for electron beam (one free parameter in the fit) and Dc2 = |c2 � c2
min|< 2.3 for muon beam (two

free parameters).

5.2 Energy dependence of the gain calibration

The calibration factors determined with different electron beam energies and with muon beam
were compared. Since the applied high voltages for the PMTs were 600 V and 1000 V for the
electron and muon operations, respectively, the muon-based conversion factors were re-scaled by
the ratio of the PMT gain between the two configurations (ranging between 14 and 21). The
temperature dependence of the PMT gain was corrected for the muon-based factors so as to adjust
to the situation of the electron runs. The level of the correction was less than 10%. Figures 9 and
10 show the conversion factors of each layer of the Arm1 20 mm tower and the Arm2 25 mm tower,
respectively. All points were normalized to the factors measured with the 200 GeV electron beam.

The systematic errors associated with the conversion factors were defined from the relative
deviations of the electron factors obtained with 100–250 GeV electron beams in each EM layer
defined as the layers from the 2nd to the 10th layer. The systematic error of the electron-based
gain calibration was estimated to be 2.2 % and 0.8 % for Arm1 and Arm2, respectively. The
systematic error associated with the muon-based gain calibration is considerably larger than that
of the electrons: 7 % and 5–10 % for Arm1 and Arm2, respectively. The effect of uncertainty
in muon-based factors is expected to be small for the photon energy reconstruction because they
are used only in the 12th and the 13th layers, where the contribution to the collected energy, S in
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Energy deposit for 200GeV e-

Discriminator Threshold = 10 (-20mV) 
-> ~ 200 ADC counts



Trigger mode
Possible trigger modes 
Only three trigger modes can be implemented due to the limitation of 
FPGA logic. 

Shower trigger  
π0 type 1 enriched trigger  
- Shower in 1-7 layers 
- Two towers coincidence.  
High energy EM trigger  
- Increase the discriminator threshold of one of the layers  
Large tower trigger 
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MC simulation studies are needed for estimate the 
performance and the rate.



DAQ for common operation
Since Nov. 2016 

Upgrade the FPGA logic. DONE 

• Implement FIFO for managing non-RHICf token signals. 

Tuning signals for common operation. DONE 

• Delay in RHICf trigger signals  

• Tune for token recode in RHICf DAQ 

Software preparation for sending RHICf data. DONE 

• Implementation of Analyzer_ToStar.  

Common operation test with STAR. DONE 

• Control RHICf run start/stop from the STAR DAQ.  

Read the RHICf data stored in the STAR disk. DONE
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Ready to take data with STAR



To-Do for common operation.
To-Do  

Define the operation mode with STAR. 

•  Proposed plan by STAR  
- 1. RHICf triggers with diffractive trigger in STAR (~100Hz) 
     -> Recode STAR TPC  
- 2. RHICf triggers (the others) 
     -> Not recode TPC  
- 3. Non-RHICf trigger (~1.2 kHz)  
     -> No Token is distributed to RHICf.  
=> Operation of STAR with the DAQ-full bandwidth will include 10% dead 
time in STAR DAQ. So 10% of RHICf triggers will not be recoded in STAR.   

On-line/Off-line monitors for event matching  
between RHICf and STAR. 

• By header information, 
 Token, bunch ID, and counters(BC counter reseted by STAR run start). 

• By physics values, exp. correlation between RHICf and ZDC/BBC
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Simple pre-scaling down of RHICf trigger



Others 
Debug of Scaler signals in STAR 

We send some signals to STAR. They are counted in 
STAR DAQ with combining with the bunch-ID 
information.   
We sent 3 signals+empty in 4 lines.  
We saw counts in all “4” channels.  

 Remote control of a oscilloscope. 
Install a laptop for controlling it by USB connection.
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